
  
    
  
  
  

  
  

October   2020 FOR   IMMEDIATE   RELEASE   
  
  

Lighthouses   the   Perfect   Setting   for   New   Anthology   
  
  

Lighthouses:    beautiful,   mysterious,   dangerous,   remote   –   they   spark   the   imagination   and   sense   
of   adventure   in   us   all   and   are   the   perfect   setting   for   a   multi-genre   fiction   anthology   launched   on   
21   October   2020.   
  

Lighthouse   –   An   Anthology    is   a   unique   collection   of   fantasy,   sci-fi,   romance,   crime,   historical   
fiction,   dystopian   and   paranormal   short   stories   from   established   and   emerging   Australian   
authors.   Each   of   the   fifteen   stories   is   set   in   a   lighthouse   –   some   real   lighthouses   readers   will   
recognise,   others   imagined.   
  

Anthology   Organiser   and   Contributing   Author,   Chris   Foley   said   the   idea   for   the   anthology   came   
out   of   a   dinner   conversation   at   GenreCon   –   a   leading   genre   fiction   conference   held   in   Brisbane   
by   the   Queensland   Writers   Centre.   
  

“The   spark   that   kicked-off   this   anthology   was   a   light-hearted   dinner   conversation   during   
GenreCon   in   2019.   Introductions   and   explanations   of   our   respective   genres   of   choice   
intermingled   across   the   table   with   ‘Wouldn’t   it   be   fun   to   write   a   story   which…’,”   Chris   said.   
  

“One   writer   mentioned   her   writing   was   inspired   by   real-life   lighthouses.   And   so,   the   premise   for   
the   Lighthouse   Anthology   flickered   into   existence.”   
  

Chris   said   as   a   multi-genre   anthology   there   was   something   in    Lighthouse    for   all   readers.     
  

“As   a   cross-genre   collection   of   stories,   many   readers   will   be   pleasantly   surprised   by   the   
storytelling   from   writers   outside   their   own   usual   reading   genres,”   he   said.   
  

“Readers   want   stories   that   excite   their   emotions   and   imaginations.   Some   want   characters   and   
settings   that   are   recognisably   real   world   but   tweaked   and   stretched   so   that   the   reader   can   
fantasise   that   it   is   them   that   are   being   swept   away   in   an   adventure   or   wild   romance.    Lighthouse   
features   all   of   these   things.”   
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Anthology   Editor   and   Contributing   Author,   Bianca   Millroy   is   also   a   lighthouse   enthusiast.   She   
has   been   a   tour   guide   for   the   Caloundra   Lighthouses   and   has   written   a   novel   set   at   the   
lighthouse   on   South   Solitary   island   (on   the   NSW   Mid   North   Coast).   The   same   novel   was   
recently   shortlisted   for   the   Queensland   Literary   Awards   Emerging   Writer   category.     
  

Bianca   believes   lighthouses   are   “vaults   of   infinite   storytelling   opportunity”   making   them   the   
ultimate   setting   for   any   genre   of   story.   
  

“They   can   be   a   backdrop   or   a   focal   ‘character’,   are   adaptable   to   time   period   and   genre,   and   are   
an   essential   vehicle   for   driving   narrative,   especially   stories   with   atmosphere,   suspense,   mystery   
and   mayhem   –   much   like   the   stories   in   our   anthology,”   Bianca   said.   
  

“The   setting   of   a   remote   island   or   an   isolated   lighthouse,   especially   depicted   in   Australian   
literature,   gives   the   writer   the   child’s   equivalent   of   a   playground.   So   much   can   ‘play   out’   on   the   
set   between   a   lonely   lighthouse   keeper,   the   lighthouse   and   the   sea.   Additional   characters   can   
come   and   go,   or   come   back   from   the   ‘dead’.   It   is   a   liminal   space   where   anything   can   happen.”   
  

Bianca   said   lighthouses,   both   in   their   functional   and   symbolic   form,   “are   a   vessel   for   hope   and   
humanity”.     
  

“They   reveal   both   the   light   and   the   dark,   act   as   a   visual   guide   and   a   central   point   of   certainty   
when   all   else   is   thrown   into   darkness   and   chaos.   Lighthouses   have   an   epic   history   spanning   
centuries   and   have   morphed   over   the   ages   in   both   their   structure   and   technology,   but   one   thing   
has   remained:   their   purpose.     
  

“People   are   drawn   to   lighthouses   through   the   appreciation   of   their   connection   to   landscape   and   
nature,   local   history,   shipwreck   tragedies   and   tales   of   survival,   ghostly   apparitions,   gothic   
folklore   and   much   more.   As   a   writer,   there   are   endless   stories   to   be   told   –   all   for   the   benefit   of   
readers.”   
  

Lighthouse,    published   by   Lorikeet   Ink,    is   now   available    as   an   ebook   and   will   be   on   sale   in   print   
form   on   26   November   2020.   To   secure   your   copy   go   to    www.lorikeetink.com/lighthouse     
  

Ends   
  

Media   contact:   For   images,   interview   opportunities,   review   copies,   story   extracts   to   run   in   your   
publication   or   for   any   further   information,   email    books@lorikeetink.com    or   contact   Kylie   on     
0432   584   290.   
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Lighthouse   –   An   Anthology   

A   grieving   woman   is   drawn   to   a   land-locked   lighthouse   
where   she   meets   a   party   of   lost   souls   in   need   of   a   guide.   
She   must   face   death   in   order   to   start   a   new   life.   

The   temporary   caretaker   of   a   lighthouse   finds   the   perfect   
hideaway   for   safeguarding   her   secret,   never   expecting   to   
encounter   a   murder   and   an   unlikely   partner   in   crime.     

While   visiting   a   deep   space   navigational   beacon   to   conduct   
routine   maintenance,   two   space   adventurers   encounter   a   
self-aware   AI   computer   that   has   her   own   plans.   

Queensland,   1887.   A   lighthouse   keeper’s   daughter   is   
missing,   presumed   dead.   Is   she   another   victim   of   the   
Spectre   or   something   even   more   terrifying?   

A   voice   from   one   woman’s   past   echoes   a   secret   up   the   lighthouse   stairs.   The   only   person   who   
can   give   her   the   answers,   is   the   last   person   she   ever   wants   to   see   again.   

The   estranged   daughter   of   a   lightkeeper   returns   home   to   South   Solitary   Island   as   WWII   looms   
and   finds   her   world   upended   by   her   father’s   dying   request:   marry   his   successor.     

Lighthouses:    beautiful,   mysterious,   dangerous,   remote   –   the   perfect   setting   for   this   genre   fiction   
anthology   –   a   collection   of   fantasy,   sci-fi,   romance,   crime,   historical   fiction,   dystopian   and   
paranormal   short   stories   from   established   and   emerging   Australian   authors.     
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